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The upper bound graphs that arise from exactly one (up to isomorphism) poser :~rc 
characterized. Weakening these conditions, the class of graphs whose intersection umber 
is equal to the independence number is characterized. 
In this note all sets are finite and all graphs are connected, undirected, and 
without loops or multiple edges. If (P, ~<) is a partial ly ordered set (poset), then 
the upper bound graph of P, G = (V, E),  is defined as follows: V = P and xy e E if 
and only if x ~ y and there exists z s P such that x, y -<.- z. We say that P realizes its 
upper bound graph, and that a graph G is an upper bound graph (UB-graph) if 
there is a poset that realizes G. 
We recall a result found in [4]. 
Theorem L A graph G = (V, E) is a UB-graph if and only if there exists a family 
(~ = {Cl . . . . .  C,} of cliques of G (maximal complete subgraphs) such that 
(i) 1~ edge covers G (for each xy ~ E, there exists a C ~ ~ such that x. y ~ C), and 
(ii) for each Ci, there is an x e Ci \ (Ui+i G). 
Using results in [2] and [3] we have that UB-graphs can be characterized as 
graphs for which the vertex clique cover number equals the edge clique cover 
number. Also, the edge covering family ff is unique. 
Our first goal is to characterize UB-graphs that have only one realizing poset. 
We will call such graphs unique UB-graphs. If G = (V, E) is a UB-graph, select 
one element x~ from each clique C~ as guaranteed by Theorem 1, and set 
M= {xt . . . . .  x,}. Clearly M is a maximal independent set which we will call a 
kernel of G. For  x~.V set M(x)={x} if x~-M and M(x)={yeM:xyeE} 
otherwise. 
~,'Ir'neorem 2. A UB-graph G=(V,E)  is a unique UB-grar~ if and only if 
M(x)~ M(y) for x~ y and {M(x): xe  V \M} is an antichain with respect o set 
inclusion. 
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Proof. There always exists a height one poset Pt realizing G by taking the 
elements of a kernel M as the maximal elements and having x ~ M cover, in the 
poset, precisely those elements y for which xy e E [4]. Suppose that M(x) c M(y) 
for x ¢ y. Then G can also be realized by a height ~wo poser P2 defined by having 
x cover y and all other comparabilities the same as in Px. 
Conversely, suppose that G satisfies the conditions. We first observe that 
A4={xl . . . . .  x,,} is the unique kernel. Suppose not, and x, x, ~ Ci\(Ui~, Ci) for 
some i with x ¢-x,. Then M(x)= {x~} and since G is connected, there exists y ~ V 
distinct flom x and .~q such that y ~ C~. But this gives {x~} = M(x) ~ M(y). Since G 
has a unique kernel M. we nave that M is precisely the set of maximal elements of 
any realizing poset and each y¢ M is less than (in any realizing poset) exactly 
those elements in M that are adjacent o y in G. It only remains to show that a 
realizing poser is of height one. Suppose not and x < y < z ~ M. Then clearly 
M(y)_  M(x), a contradiction. 
The rest of this note is concerned with seeing what happens to a UB-graph 
when we only require that M(x)~ M(y) for x¢: y. First we need to recall some 
definitions. 
Let S be a nonempty set and ~T a family of distinct nonempty subsets of S. The 
intersection graph determined by S and ~, O(S, '~), is the graph whose vertex set 
can be pet in one-to-one correspondence with ~ such that vertices ~re adjacent if 
and only if the corresponding elements in ~ have a nonempty inte~ection. It is 
~,ell known that every graph is an intersection graph so associated with a graph G 
is its intersection umber, I(G), which is the minimum number of eleme;~ts in a set 
S such that G is isomorphic to O(S, ~)  for some family ~ of distinct t~ ~nempty 
subsets of S. G is uniquely interseetable when G~-[2(S, ~0-~12(S, ~2) for ISI = 
!(G) implies that there exists a permutation of S such that ~:t ca~ oe obtained 
from o~2 (i.e., ~1 ~ ~:.~). 
We let ¢x(G) denote the number of elements in an independent set of vertices 
of G of maxin~nm size. 
Theorem 3. ff G is a graph such that ot(G)=l(G), then G ~ uniquely 
intersectable. 
Proof. Let N be an independent set such that IN[=c~(G) and ,f2(S,~:0~ 
I~(S, ~2) ~ G where IS[ = I(G). Since the vertices of N are independent, we have 
that the corresponding members in 5~ (~:2) are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, 
INI : t~(G~- I (G)  implies that these corresponding elements in ~:t (~:2) are 
singletons whose union is S. Now define the map O:S---~ S by 0(x )=y where 
{x}e ,~ and {y}c fie correspond to the same elcmep~ of N. It can be shown that 0 
is the required permutation on S making if, ~ ~2. 
The converse to Theorem 3 is not true. Let G be the graph constructed by 
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adding a vertex of degree t,~o to K4. Then G is uniquely intersectable with 
cx(G)=2 and/ (G)=3.  
Theorem 4, A graph G=(V,E)  satis~es I(G)=a(G) if and only if G is a 
UB-graph and M(x)~ M(y) for all x, y e V with x~ y. 
Proof. Suppose G is a Ul3-graph with M(x) ~ M(y) for x # y. It is easy to see that 
G~O(M,{M(x): x~ V}) so we have I(G)<~[MI=a(G). Since a(G)'-~.I(G) for 
every graph, this gives I (G)= a(G).  
Conversely, suppose G is a graph with I(G)= a(G)  and M is an independent 
set with IMI--a(G). Let G-~O(S,~T) where ISI=I(G). As in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we have a correspondence between elements of M and all the 
singleton subsets of S. If m~M,  then xm~E if and only if the set in 
corresponding to x contains that element corresponding to m. Therefore {x 
V: xmeE}U{m} is a clique in G and the family of all such cliques satisfy ~he 
conditions of Theorem 1 so that G is a UB-graph with kernel M. Also, this 
correspondence between M and S and the distinctness of sets in ,~ imply that 
M(x)~M(y) for x~y.  
A star n-gon graph is a graph found by replacing each edge of the cycle C, by a 
triangle. Alter and Wang [1] showed that a star n-gon graph is uniquely 
intersectable. This follows as an easy corollary to the preceding results by 
observing that a .star n-gon is a unique UB-graph. 
Finally, we note that Theorems 3 and 4 and their proofs give a way of 
constructing a uniquely intersectable graph from any graph G ~O(S, ~;) by 
adding new vertices (if required) correspondiog to singleton subsets of S not in .~ 
and adding the new edges defined by the int6rsection graph. 
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